
Lake View
BAR & RESTAURANT

WHITE 175ML 250ML BTL

MORADOR BLANCO NAVARRA VIURA - SPAIN      
A bright straw yellow with aromas of ripe apricot, peach 
and lychee lead into a smooth, fresh, dry and well- 
balanced palate with delicate fruity notes.

£4.75 £6.50 £18.75

BELLO TRAMONTO PINOT GRIGIO - ITALY  
Straw yellow in appearance, this generous, well balanced 
Pinot Grigio has a rich fruity aroma with a smooth fruity 
taste.

£5.20 £7.20 £21

FRANSCHHOEK CELLARS UNOAKED CHARDONNAY 
(TOWN HALL) - SOUTH AFRICA Beautifully bright and 
pure lemon yellow with striking pineapple and lime on the 
nose, a perky and balanced palate of tropical fruit lead in 
to a frisky finish.

£25

TURTLE BAY SAUVIGNON BLANC - NEW ZEALAND
This wine is fresh and vibrant with passion fruit, 
gooseberry and some melon characters. It has a 
balanced richness of fruit with a floral note through the 
palate, with intense depth of flavour and a crisp finish.

£8.50 £12 £35

CHABLIS VIGNOBLE ANGST - FRANCE 
The nose will reveal aromas of white flowers, elderflower, 
acacia and citrus notes. The palate is tight and 
invigorating with a mineral finish.

£40

ROSE 175ML 250ML BTL

MORADOR ROSADO NAVARRA GARNACHA - SPAIN A 
bright raspberry pink colour with an intensely fresh nose 
of ripe strawberry fruit and flowers gives way to a well- 
balanced and tasty palate, dry and delicious.

£4.75 £6.50 £18.95

WHITE ROSE ZINFANDEL ROSE - USA  
This delicious Zinfandel displays ripe strawberry and 
raspberry fruit aromas. Very moreish, perfect!

£5.20 £7.20 £21

RED 175ML 250ML BTL

INKOSI SHIRAZ - SOUTH AFRICA 
Dark cherry colour with aromas of plum and smoky black 
pepper giving way to a lush ripe black fruit palate. SWA 
Commended.

£4.75 £6.50 £18.95

LUNA AZUL MERLOT - CHILE 
This attractive Merlot displays varietal aromas of cassis and 
liquorice. The palate is fleshy and mouth filling with flavours 
of plum, sweet spice and a hint of chocolate.

£5.20 £7.20 £21

MIRANO CRIANZA D.O.C RIOJA - SPAIN            
Smooth on the palate thanks to its ageing in wood with a 
Notable presence of ripe fruit.

£26

BODEGA PIEDRA NEGRA ORGANIC MALBEC - ARGENTINA
Bright ruby colour. On the nose red summer fruit aromas 
dominate with a slight touch of black pepper. On the palate 
there is an attractive concentration of ripe red fruits which 
gives volume to the wine. It has a good structure and the 
tannins are soft and smooth.

£7.50 £10.50 £30

CHATEAU ARGADENS BORDEAUX SUPERIEUR 75CL - FRANCE   
A beautiful garnet hue and a rich, opulent nose lead in to 
a palate of concentrated black- berried fruit with subtle 
undertones of oak.

£38

SPARKLING BOTTLE

PROSECCO, FAMIGLIA BOTTER D.O.C EXTRA DRY - ITALY  
Delicious, floral and delicate flavours, with a fine mousse.

£28

PROSECCO, FAMIGLIA BOTTER D.O.C EXTRA DRY 20CL - 
ITALY
Delicious floral and delicate flavours, with a fine mousse.

£7

CHAMPAGNE BOTTLE

TAITTINGER BRUT N/V   
The brilliant body is golden yellow in colour. The 
bubbles are fine, while the foam is discreet yet 
lingering. The nose, very open and expressive, delivers 
aromas of fruit and brioche.

£70



DRAUGHT BEER & CIDER
HALF PINT

MADRI £3 £5.95

PRAVHA   £2.75 £5.60

ATLANTIC PALE ALE £3 £5.95

GUINNESS £3.25 £6.50

COLD RIVER CIDER £2.75 £5.50

Menu
BAR

All products are subject to availability. Some drinks may contain 
gluten , sulphur dioxide and other allergens, please ask for details 
and we will be happy to assist you. We operate a challenge 25 
policy. Please drink responsibly.

BOTTLED BEER & CIDER
RATTLER £5.40

RATTLER BERRY   £5.40

CORONA £4.60

BIRRA MORETTI £4

DURRA ESTRELLA DAMN £4.60

SAN MIGUEL 00 £3.20

SPIRITS & MIXERS
VODKA

SMIRNOFF £3

GREY GOOSE £5.50

RUM

BACARDI £3.70

LAMBS NAVY RUM £3.70

MALIBU £3.40

KRACKEN SPICED RUM £4.60

GIN

GORDONS £3.70

GORDONS PINK £3.70

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE £3.80

HENDRICKS £4.20

TARQUINS STRAWBERRY & LIME £4.20

PORT

TAYLORS RUBY £3.60

TAYLORS TAWNY 10 Y/O £3.60

WHISKY & BRANDY

BELLS £2.50

JAMESON £3

FAMOUS GROUSE £3.50

GLENFIDDICH £4.90

JACK DANIELS £3.80

SOUTHERN COMFORT £3.70

COURVOISIER £3.40

LIQUEURS

DISARONNO £3..80

MARTINI EXTRA DRY £4

MARTINI ROSSO £4

BAILEYS £3.50

TIA MARIA £4.60

COINTREAU £3.80

PIMMS £4

ARCHERS £3.40

SOFT DRINKS
COKE £2.60 £3.50

DIET COKE £2.60 £3.50

LEMONADE £2.60 £3.50

ORANGE JUICE £3.60

CRANBERRY JUICE £3.60

ELDERFLOWER PRESSE £3.60

APPLETIZER £3.60

J2O £3

FANTA (BOTTLED) £3

GINGER BEER £3

FEVER TREE TONIC £2.60

SIMPLY FRUITY £2.20

STILL WATER (Small) £2.20

STILL WATER (Large) £3

SPARKLING WATER (Small) £2.20

SPARKLING WATER (Large) £3

TEA & COFFEE
AMERICANO £3

CAPPUCCINO £3.30

LATTE £3.30

MOCHA £3.30

ESPRESSO (SINGLE) £3.30

ESPRESSO (DOUBLE) £4

FLAT WHITE £3.30

SPECIAL HOT CHOCOLATE
with marshmallows & cream

4.75

HOT CHOCOLATE £3.50

CHILDRENS HOT CHOCOLATE £2.25

TREGOTHNAN TEA 

ENGLISH BREAKFAST £3

BERRY £3

EARL GREY £3

PEPPERMINT £3

MANUKA HONEY £3

BAR SNACKS
CRISPS £1.20

PEANUTS £2.20

MARS BAR £1.20

KITKAT £1.20

SNICKERS £1.20


